Adding Retesting Sections on Assessments

**Adding a retesting section to a test (teachers only)**

When you’re creating an assessment, you have the option of making any section a retesting section. A retesting section lets you select items from areas where your students are weak, based on their performance on previous assessments.

Edusoft shows you items matched to standards where your students averaged below a given threshold on previous exams. You can also pick from items your students frequently missed on previous exams.

**To add a retesting section:**

1. While creating or editing an assessment, on the Start a section page, select **Retesting**, and the periods or classes you want to review.

   The **Retesting** button is only available for teachers.

2. Enter a percentage in the **Student performance threshold** box, and click **Continue**.

   This percentage lets you add test items based on two criteria:
   - Items for standards where student scores averaged less than this percentage on the standard
   - Frequently missed items that less than this percentage of students got right—even if they did well on the standard as a whole. You’ll be able to add both the missed questions and additional items from the corresponding standard.

   **Note:** If you have no previous test scores, you cannot add a retesting section.

3. Select a standard from the drop-down list, select the retesting items you want to include for that standard, then click **Add Selected Questions**.

   Do this for every standard you want to include.

   **Note:** In the drop-down list, you will only see standards on which your student scores averaged less than the performance threshold you entered earlier, or for items that your students frequently missed.
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4. When you’re finished adding questions, click **Continue**.

   The Edit a Section page appears.

5. Click **Save & Finish** to finish creating or editing the assessment.